
"For the last 15 years we have been leading
the way in helping enterprises employ new
technologies for their management
processes. We are building products that
enable their employees to work smarter and
faster. Join us to see where this path will lead
to."

IONUT  NECHITA

UMT  Software  General  Manager

QA/DEVELOPMENT

PAID SUMMER

INTERNSHIP 2022

CAREER ORIENTATION

Your  professional  start  and

growth  wil l  be  guided  by

dedicated  mentors .  

CAREER PATH

Our  team  wil l  provide  you  with

guidance  and  support  in

making  your  school - to -work

transit ion  according  to  your

personal  career  goals .

CELEBRATE ACHIEVEMENTS

We  wil l  cheer  for  you  on  each

milestone  reached.  This  is  an

important  moment  of

acknowledgment  which  wil l

give  you  an  awesome  boost  for

your  next  step  of  the  journey.   



Get the right direction in your future career with UMT Software,

and you will never stop exploring! 

Throughout our Summer Internship you will learn how to deliver the
best solution together with the UMT Software scouts, alongside a
real adventure in diverse new and exciting areas.

DEVELOPMENT

INTERNSHIP

“An internship is a great opportunity to
have an insight in our company culture,
not just technologies. Our experienced
mentors will teach how to build an app
with asp.net,  mssql  and react  from
scratch. Teamwork is a must, so all
interns will work together just as our
product teams do. Apply to book your
chance for a great learning experience!”

SEBASTIAN  TAUTAN

UMT  Software  Development  Team  Lead

         application

     Mar 10 - Mar 31

          selection

  Apr 01 - Apr 30

        internship

    Jul 04 - Aug 31

QA

INTERNSHIP

“Quality Assurance is so much more than
what it is advertised to be. At least the
way we do it. Join our internship to see
what being a software explorer really is
about. From learning to navigate  the
user interface, the algorithms and the
database of an application, to scripting
and automating, you'll be able to use
your full range of skills in rewarding and
satisfying ways.”

RALUCA  DUDILA

UMT  Software  Quality  Assurance  Team  Lead

         opportunity

full-time employment

Development: umtsoftware.com/jobs/software-developer-summer-intern/

QA: umtsoftware.com/jobs/quality-assurance-summer-intern/

 


